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Abstract 
Residential homes throughout the state of Iowa were used in a comprehensive study 
to evaluate performance, efficiency, and economics of existing vertical and horizontal GCHP 
systems. The objective of this study was to compare vertically-configured and horizontally-
configured ground-coupled heat pumps without radiant floor heating. All homes were 
constructed between 1997 through 2001 and are of typical construction. The homes studied 
are distributed throughout the state of Iowa. It was also desired to compare heat pumps to 
natural gas furnaces for economics. 
The energy analysis predicted how much energy was required to condition the homes 
studied, and then estimated the coefficient of performance of each heat pump. Energy audits 
were performed on each home to determine physical characteristics necessary for the 
analysis. The utility bills for each home and actual weather data was acquired for analysis of 
the homes. 
Through the energy analysis of the heat pumps, the average (heating) coefficient of 
performance between vertical and horizontal configurations differed by less than 10%. Thus, 
it was determined that vertically and horizontal configurations of ground-coupled heat pumps 
operate at approximately the same efficiency. 
The economic analysis determined the cost to heat a home using a heat pump and a 
natural gas furnace. Two different electrical rates were used for the heat pumps, and one rate 
for the natural gas furnace. The economic analysis of winter operating cost showed 
significant savings of operating a ground-coupled heat pump over a natural gas furnace. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
One of the many methods to heat and cool a residential home reliably and 
comfortably is a ground-coupled heat pump (GCHP). Heat pumps are considered a clean 
energy technology and are environmentally friendly in comparison to conventional systems 
since they do not directly consume fossil fuels. GCHPs utilize natural sources such as the 
earth or large bodies of water as a means to transfer heat because these sources remain at 
(relatively) constant temperatures. An advantage is that GCHPs require minimal energy in 
the form of electricity and therefore have lower operating costs. Since GCHPs have the 
potential to reduce electrical and fossil fuel demand, many utility companies provide reduced 
rates on electricity for GCHP use in the winter as well as provide a partial rebate for the heat 
pump unit. Thus, GCHPs are becoming more popular systems to affordably condition a 
residential home. 
Two configurations that are among the more common types of GCHPs are vertical 
and horizontal ground loops. These GCHPs provide heating in the winter and cooling in the 
summer by operating as a reversible vapor compression cycle that is referred to as dual 
mode. Both open and closed systems can be used for GCHPs, where open systems circulate 
well water to the heat pump and closed systems circulate a fluid (water or water-antifreeze 
mix) through a closed loop heat exchanger buried in the soil. The most common GCHP 
installed for residential use is a closed system buried in the ground. The ground heat 
exchanger is made of small diameter high-density polyethylene (HDPE) tubes which 
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eliminates the possibility of corrosion m the tubes, and are capable of withstanding 
temperature and pressure fluctuations. 
Vertical GCHP ground heat exchangers, (see Figure 1.1), consist of two long HDPE 
pipes that are placed in a vertical borehole typically 100-200 ft, and are fused at the bottom 
of the borehole, making a "U-bend" that creates a closed loop. Typically, the bore holes are 
spaced at least 20 ft on-center to avoid thermal interference between ground loops. Vertical 
GCHPs theoretically perform better than horizontal GCHPs because the deep ground 
temperatures are relatively constant, which will contribute to a higher water temperature 
entering the pump in winter, and lower entering water temperature in summer, thereby 
increasing the efficiency of the system. The soil thermal properties also stay relatively 
constant due to little variation in types of soil deep in the ground, and due to the constant 
moisture content of the soil being fairly stable. Vertical GCHPs require less land area since 
the ground loops go deep into the ground and require the least amount of pipe. However, 
vertical GCHPs have large installation costs because drilling equipment is expensive and 
there are a limited number of available contractors (ASHRAE Applications, 1999). 
3 
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Figure 1.1: Vertical GCHP ground heat exchanger configuration (ASHRAE Applications, 
1999) 
Horizontal GCHP ground heat exchangers, (see Figure 1.2), come in several 
configurations. The single-pipe configuration consists of one pipe laid in a long trench and 
requires the largest amount of ground area of any horizontal configuration. The multi-pipe 
configuration consists of 2, 4, or 6 pipes laid in a trench and will reduce the amount of 
ground area required as compared to single-pipe configurations, but will increase the total 
amount of pipe required due to thermal interference between the pipes in the trench. Spiral 
configurations consist of pipe coils laid flat or vertically in a trench. The spiral configuration 
reduces the amount of land area required, however thermal interference caused by the pipe 
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overlapping itself has a negative effect on performance that increases the total amount of pipe 
required. The trench lengths required by spiral piping are approximately 20 to 30 percent of 
a single-pipe configuration, making spiral configurations attractive to residences with less 
land area. Horizontal GCHP trench depth is at least 4 ft deep; if multiple trenches are 
required, trenches need to be adequately spaced to avoid thermal interference. Horizontal 
trenches typically are not deeper than 5 ft because exceeding this depth would require 
compliance with Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) trenching 
regulations and would increase the cost of installation. Installation costs for horizontal 
ground heat exchangers are typically less than vertical ground heat exchangers because the 
equipment necessary for installation is widely available and there are many contractors 
qualified to operate the equipment. The performance of horizontally configured geothermal 
systems is not as consistent as vertically configured systems because of ground temperature 
fluctuations and changing soil thermal properties with moisture. Horizontally configured 
heat pump systems typically use more pumping energy requirements and have lower system 
efficiencies (ASHRAE Applications, 1999). 
Figure 1.2: Horizontal GCHP single-pipe ground heat exchanger configuration (ASHRAE 
Applications, 1999) 
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1.2 Motivation for Study 
GCHPs are being installed throughout the state of Iowa for residential use at an ever 
increasing rate. However, no comprehensive study has taken place to determine if vertically 
configured GCHPs perform more efficient than horizontally configured GCHPs in a cold 
climate. Also, there has not been a study on existing GHCPs in the state of Iowa to 
determine if they perform better economically than natural gas furnaces. Therefore the 
objectives of this study are to (i) compare the efficiencies of existing vertical and horizontal 
GCHPs, and (ii) compare the operating costs and energy consumption of existing geothermal 
systems to conventional heating and cooling systems. 
GCHP systems have higher initial costs than most conventional systems. Therefore, 
it is desired to determine whether the reduced operating costs of a GCHP make it an 
economical alternative for heating and cooling. Initial costs of horizontally configured 
geothermal systems can be less than vertical systems due to drilling requirements for vertical 
GCHPs. In contrast, horizontal GCHPs require more land area for the ground loops. The 
performance of a GCHP is dependent on entering water temperature into the heat pump, 
speed that the GCHP is operating, and entering air dry bulb temperature. Vertical GCHPs 
should operate better (assuming they were installed correctly) because loops running to large 
depths are not subjected to temperature fluctuations throughout the year unlike horizontal 
GCHPs. Vertical GCHPs should perform better also due to the higher entering water 
temperature in the winter, and lower entering water temperature in the summer. It is desired 
to determine the typical difference in system efficiency between horizontal and vertical 
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configurations by analyzing homes that have GCHPs. Two criteria for the study are that the 
heat pump has operated for at least one year ("break-in" period) and that data can be 
collected for two heating and cooling seasons. The study will involve finding homes that 
meet the criteria and collecting utility information. 
GCHPs are marketed as a way to lower the monthly heating and cooling energy 
consumption of a home. As part of the study, an economic analysis will be conducted. The 
study will compare costs to operate GCHPs versus conventional systems. However, the 
initial costs of GCHP geothermal systems are higher than that of a natural gas furnace and 
electric air conditioner. Thus, an economical analysis will be performed to determine if 
GCHP geothermal systems are more economical in the long run. 
1.3 Scope of Study 
Chapter 2 will provide the theory used in this study, including an overview on heat 
pumps, a literature survey on heat pumps, theory describing heating and cooling load 
calculations, and the economic theory developed for this analysis. Chapter 3 will present the 
results of the energy and economic analyses that were performed on the homes. Detailed 
results for each home will be provided in tables, and complete data for all homes will be 
available in the Appendix. Background on the homes that were analyzed will be provided in 
Chapter 3 as well. Chapter 4 will summarize the study, present conclusions, and make 
recommendations for further study. Appendix A contains copies of all written documents 
that were used for interaction with the homeowners and/or audit purposes. Appendix B will 
provide all heating, cooling and electrical load graphs, and all coefficient of performance 
figures for each home. 
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Chapter 2 GROUND-COUPLED HEAT PUMP THEORY 
The theory of heat pump operation for a standard vapor compression refrigeration 
cycle will be presented. The process for computing an overall heat transfer coefficient for a 
home and infiltration will be discussed. In addition, methods used to determine the solar 
heating loads will be presented. Finally, literature reviews of passed studies on GCHPs are 
examined. 
2.1 Overview 
Heat pump and refrigeration systems operate in a cycle by transferring heat from cold 
regions to hot regions from work input to the system. Figure 2.1 is a simplified diagram of 
how the hot and cold bodies interact with the system, and the control volume for the system 
is represented by the dashed line. The hot and cold bodies represent the thermal reservoirs, 
and the arrows show the direction of heat transfer between the system and the reservoirs, and 
the work input into the system in heating mode. 
The earth or body of water is represented by the cold body, and the home is 
represented by the hot body in Figure 2.1. In heating, the cold body transfers heat to the 
house through an input of work. In cooling, they cycle is reversed and heat from the home is 
"pumped" to the ground through an input of work. 
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Figure 2.1: Heat and work interactions between heat pump and refrigeration systems and 
their surroundings. 
GCHPs use a reversible vapor-compression refrigeration cycle to deliver and remove 
heat from a home. The vapor-compression cycle is shown in Figure 2.2. A refrigerant is 
passed through the four main components of the system: the compressor, condenser, 
expansion device, and evaporator. The compressor raises the pressure of the refrigerant 
vapor between the evaporator and the condenser. The condenser exchanges heat with the 
environment to induce a phase change of the refrigerant from vapor to liquid. Then the 
refrigerant passes through an expansion device. Lastly, the refrigerant flows through the 
evaporator, exchanging heat with an environment and inducing a phase change in the 
refrigerant. 
3 
Expansion Valve 
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. 
D Q out (to hot body) 
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Condenser 
Evaporator 
1 D Q,, (from cold body) 
Figure 2.2: Vapor-compression refrigeration cycle 
. 
w comp 
¢=J 
Compressor 
Heat pumps transfer heat from a cold reservoir to a hot reservoir through work input 
to the compressor. Assuming no losses, the work required for the cycle is equal to the 
difference of the heat out and the heat in where: 
2.1 
To determine how effective a GCHP is in delivering or removing heat to a house, a 
coefficient of performance (COP) is used, which measures efficiency. A COP is the ratio of 
the rate of heat Q delivered to (or removed from) a home to the amount of work W into the 
system: 
COP= q 
w 
2.2 
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The COP of a GCHP is influenced by several factors . The entering water temperature 
(EWT) has a large effect on performance, with higher EWTs raising the COP during heating 
and lower EWTs raising the COP during cooling. 
The maximum COP that a heat pump can theoretically achieve is defined by a Carnot 
heat pump cycle. The Carnot efficiency is defined as the maximum efficiency any thermal 
system can achieve. The Carnot efficiency assumes all processes operating in a cycle are 
reversible while it operates between two thermal reservoirs. In heating the Carnot coefficient 
of performance;)', is : 
2.3 
In refrigeration, the Carnot coefficient of performance,J3, is: 
2.4 
The COP of the Carnot heat pump cycle (reversible) is the ratio of the temperature of the hot 
body to the temperature difference between the hot and cold body as shown in Equation 2.3. 
The Carnot heat pump cycle efficiency can never be achieved by an actual heat pump 
because there are energy losses within the system, which makes the system irreversible. 
Equation 2.3 shows that as the temperature of the cold body (the ground) increases, 
the COP will increase during heating. Typically, the entering water temperatures for vertical 
systems will be larger in heating and lower in cooling than horizontal systems. The EWTs 
are different because the vertical loops are exposed to the deep ground temperature that is 
typically 2°F higher than the average annual ambient air temperature. The ground 
temperature at shallow depths fluctuates throughout the year as the weather changes from 
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season to season. Figure 2.3 is a plot showing the amplitude of fluctuation in temperatures as 
a function of depth throughout the year. The value of the mean earth temperature, Tm, is 
representative of 52°F. 
Temperature in DF 
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Figure 2.3: Amplitude of seasonal soil temperature change as a function of depth below 
surface (http://www. geo4 va. vt. edu/ A 1 I Al .htm) 
As seen in Figure 2.3, the mean ground temperatures for shallow depths of 6 ft varies 
from roughly 35°F to 67°F depending on moisture content, while the deep ground 
temperature remains relatively constant past 20 ft. The lower ground temperatures in the 
heating season and higher ground temperatures in the cooling season experienced by 
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horizontal GCHPs will have an adverse effect on the COPs depending on installation, and the 
performance of the horizontal GCHPs will be less consistent. 
2.2 Literature Survey 
ASHRAE Fundamentals (2001) provides values of air changes per (ACH) hour for 
homes based upon design outdoor temperature. The ACH values are used to provide a value 
for the amount of energy required to heat air entering the building (cracks in the construction, 
window seams, door jams, etc). The ACH is multiplied by the volume of a section of the 
home (1 51 floor, 2"d floor, etc.). The ACH values are available in two tables, one table is for 
heating (based on 15 mph) and one is for cooling (based on 7 .5 mph). 
The 2000 International Energy Conservation Code (2000 IECC) prescribes two 
methods for determining the building envelope. In the first method thermal resistance values 
(R-values) of physical characteristics of the home are determined from a graph that gives the 
R-value as a function of annual heating degree days (HDD) the residence experiences. The 
R-values are given for walls, attics/ceilings, windows, and the basement. The summation of 
these values multiplied by their respective areas yields the transmission building envelope. 
The other method is the "prescriptive" method. The prescriptive method determines the R-
values as a function of window to wall ratio, and annual HDD experienced by the residence. 
Further details will be discussed in Section 2.3. 
The Iowa Department of Natural Resources (DNR) regulations were consulted to 
investigate various laws and requirements heat pump installations must adhere to. The latest 
version of the Iowa DNR regulations should always be consulted before construction of 
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vertical GCHP bore holes. The Iowa DNR regulations state vanous requirements for 
installing vertical bore holes such as: lateral spacmg from possible contamination sites; 
sealing requirements; grouting guidelines; drilling mud disposal; and closed circuit vertical 
heat exchangers. The Iowa DNR regulations for closed circuit vertical heat exchangers 
include pressure ratings for pipes; pipe fusion methods; pressure testing requirements for 
pipes; annular space between bore wall and pipe; heat transfer fluid requirements; flow 
measurement device requirements; and water make-up line protection requirements. 
Bose and Smith (1992) studied four types of horizontal ground heat exchangers and 
determined their seasonal performance rating. The study utilized a cooling cycle with hot 
water tanks for each ground heat exchanger and measured the end of cycle loop temperature. 
The most effective was the horizontal bore U-bend (2-pipe) followed by the extended spiral, 
the 4-pipe, and finally the spiral, which gave the worst performance rating. The extended 
spiral configuration differs from a traditional spiral configuration by not having as many 
revolutions or feet of pipe per length. The U-bend heat exchanger performed the best out of 
the four types of heat exchangers due to the lack of thermal interference that occurs when 
more pipes occupy the same trench. The extended spiral performed better than the standard 
spiral due to it having less feet of pipe per foot of trench, which in tum reduced thermal 
interference. 
The Wisconsin Energy Center ( 1998) compiled a long-term data summary of 
residential heat pumps. It was desired to determine if the seasonal imbalance of energy 
extraction and rejection in the colder climate would produce any detrimental performance on 
the geothermal heat pumps. The cooling loads of the sites examined were approximately five 
to ten percent of the heating loads. Nine sites were studied from 1995 through 1998. The 
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types of GCHPs studied were vertical, 6-pipe horizontal, single level horizontal, flat spiral 
and hybrid spiral configurations of the ground heat exchangers for the units. They found no 
significant change in performance caused by changing ground temperature. However, 
differences in the climate of later years could have hidden any detrimental effects. The Gross 
Coefficient of Performance of the sites studied was relatively constant ( +/- 0.1) throughout 
the years studied. 
Shonder, et al. (2002) investigated retrofitting 46 existing multifamily residences in 
Texas with GCHPs for three efficiency levels. Since the climate of Texas does not require 
much heating, cooling loads are dominant; therefore air-source heat pumps were currently 
being used. Models were developed to determine energy usage of the air-source heat pumps 
that are currently installed, and GCHPs of three different efficiencies. The models simulated 
energy usage of the GCHPs with and without desuperheaters. With the exception of the low-
efficiency GCHP without a desuperheater, the GCHPs all used less energy throughout the 
year than the 10 SEER air-source heat pump the GCHPs were to replace. 
Kavanaugh (2003) studied the long-term storage of heat in the earth and its 
relationship to the design of ground heat exchangers. Ground temperature changes over time 
have an effect on the performance of GCHPs. It was concluded that increased loop length 
will compensate for change in ground temperature over time. The design length for vertical 
configurations of GCHPs is significantly affected by over/under estimation of cooling or 
heating energy. 
Kavanaugh (2004) used the BIN Method to model a single speed air source heat 
pump, a variable speed heat pump, an electric air conditioner with natural gas furnace, and a 
ground-source heat pump (vertical configuration) for Sacramento, CA and Salt Lake City, 
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Utah. Each unit was sized according to its location (design ambient temperatures, etc.). The 
results showed that ground-source heat pumps to use the least amount of energy for all 
systems studied for cooling and heating for each location. 
Remund and Schultz (1995) monitored the performance of a GCHP utilizing a spiral 
configuration with desuperheater from 11 /9/93 through 3/31/1995. Entering fluid 
temperatures did not fall below 32°F often, which led to better performance of the system. 
The heat pump performed very closely with the specifications provided by the manufacturer 
of the heat pump. The coefficient of performance of the heat pump did fall to a value of 1.78 
due to a dirty air filter. When the air filter was clean the COP ranged from 2.58 to 2.96. 
Johnson (2002) studied a vertical and horizontal direct-exchange GCHP in Knoxville, 
TN. Direct-exchange GCHPs utilize copper tubing for the ground heat exchanger rather than 
HDPE piping. Each unit had temperature probes on its ground loops and the electrical 
components of the heat pump were metered to record electrical usage for the timeframe 
studied. In order to improve the performance of the soil thermal conductivity, the residents 
were requested to tum on the hose twice a week for 30 minutes during the hottest months of 
the year. The data collected was compared with air-air heat pumps and showed significant 
energy savings. There were no significant conclusions for the comparison of the vertical and 
horizontal system because the ground loops of the vertical system were not sized correctly. 
Dumont and Frere (2005) monitored two ground-to-floor (radiant floor heating) 
residential heat pumps. The ground loops were of horizontal configuration and were only 
buried 0.6 m because of the relatively mild climate present in Belgium. Pressure and 
temperature probes were installed on the heat pump as well as an electric meter on the 
compressor to monitor and record data. The mild climate in Belgium only required the heat 
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pump to run at peak load 37% for unit 1 and 54% of the time for unit 2. The COP versus 
outdoor temperature was plotted and showed a decrease in COP with outdoor temperature, 
indicating a decrease in entering water temperature. The seasonal COP values ranged from 
2.69 to 2.96. A correlation was produced from the study between the daily COP value and 
the temperatures of the evaporator and condenser. 
Hepbasli and Akdemir (2003) performed an exergy and energy analysis of a vertical 
GCHP system at the Solar Energy Institute Building at Ege University in Turkey. The 
building utilized passive solar energy heating and was well-insulated. The vertical GCHP 
system was commissioned in 2000 and the recorded experimental data was measured in 
2001. Instrumentation recorded power inputs, temperatures and pressures of the system. The 
working fluid of the GCHP was R-22, and the ground loop fluid was a 10% ethyl 
glycol/water mixture to avoid freezing in the lines. Data was recorded at one hour intervals 
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:20 p.m. while the system was at steady state. The largest 
irreversibility found in the system was in the motor-compressor assembly. A table was 
provided showing the irreversibility of each component of the system. Unfortunately, no 
comparison of the vertical GCHP to a more conventional system was performed. 
Lienau, et al. (1995) analyzed 128 residences using ground-source heat pumps 
(GSHP) and 44 residences using natural gas with electric air-conditioning throughout the 
country and determined that there would be approximately a 67% energy savings as well as 
payback periods ranging from 4.2 to 24.1 years using heat pumps over natural gas furnaces 
with an electric air-conditioner. They did however find 5 cases where the conventional 
systems had a smaller annual operating cost than the GSHPs. Approximately one-half of the 
heat pumps studied were either vertical or horizontal configurations for the ground heat 
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exchangers. The median cost of installing the ground loops was found to be $700 to $900 
per ton. 
Extensive research has been conducted on modeling of ground coupled heat pumps 
for performance as well as comparisons of air-source and ground-source heat pumps. 
Examples of this literature include; Thornton, et al. (1997), Shonder, et al. (1999), De Swardt 
and Meyer (2001). These studies demonstrated methods for evaluating and comparing 
existing ground coupled heat pumps as well as determining the accuracy of heat pump 
modeling software as compared to actual data. 
2.3 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
The energy loss or gain through a building can be related to the overall heat transfer 
coefficient U and the area A, which the heat transfers through (Incropera and DeWitt, 2002). 
The total thermal resistance is a measure of heat transfer due to a temperature difference !:::..T 
where: 
2.5 
For the analyses herein, the heat loss from a home will be related to the "building envelope". 
The term building envelope refers to walls, ceilings, floors and any fenestrations (e.g., 
windows) that enclose a building (2000 IECC). The building envelope is a concept used in 
building codes to specify the thermal resistance of a structure to ensure it is built efficiently. 
The overall heat transfer coefficient is related to the thermal resistance R101, where: 
2.6 
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and will be used to find thermal characteristics of a home. 
The overall heat transfer coefficient (UA) of a home will be determined using three 
different methods: the 2000 International Energy Conservation Code, the prescriptive method 
using the 2000 International Energy Conservation Code, and building energy design software 
Energy 10 (NREL/LBNL). 
2.3.1 2000 IECC General Procedure 
The 2000 International Energy Conservation Code (2000 IECC) prescribes two 
methods for determining the building envelope. In the general procedure, thermal resistance 
values (R-values) of physical characteristics of the home are determined from a graph that 
gives the R-value as a function of annual heating degree days (HDD). A single heating 
degree day can be calculated by using the difference in indoor temperature, T, and the 
average outdoor temperature, T0 , and the number of hours N the temperature difference 
existed (McQuiston, Parker, Spitler, 2000) : 
HDD = (T-T,,)N 
24 
2.7 
Cooling degree days are calculated in a similar manner as heating degree days except 
the indoor temperature is subtracted from the outdoor temperature (McQuiston, Parker, 
Spitler, 2000): 
CDD = (T,, -T)N 
24 
2.8 
The R-values are given for walls, attics/ceilings, the basement, and the U-value 
(reciprocal of R-value) for the windows. These values multiplied by their respective areas 
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yields the transmission building envelope. Once these values are determined, the formula for 
determining the UA value for the home is as follows : 
A .,. A UA = u A + cei wg _..!XE}!_ u A 
window window R + R + basement basement 
ceiling wall 
2.9 
The values of thermal transmittance as specified by the 2000 IECC are shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Thermal transmittance values specified by the 2000 IECC in Btu/(h·ft2°F) 
Uwindow 0.35 
~eiling 38 
Rwall (HDD>7000) 9.1 
Rwall (HDD<7000) 8 
Ubasement 
(HDD>7000) 0.093 
Ubasement 
(HDD<7000) 0.095 
2.3.2 2000 IECC Prescriptive Method 
The U and R values for the 2000 IECC Prescriptive method are based on window-to-
wall ratios and typical annual heating degree days. The window-to-wall ratio in conjunction 
with the heating degree days prescribe the thermal resistances as shown in Table 2.2. These 
thermal transmittance values can be used in Equation 2.9 to determine the prescriptive UA 
values. 
Table 2.2 : Prescriptive thermal transmittance/resistance values [2000 IECC] 
Glazing R R 
Window/Wall HDD U Ceiling R Wall R Floor Basement R Slab 
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,:6000 . ; ' Oi45. .;: 38 «l,6 
" 
:J'9; '· . ·: · .IO 
6500 0.43 38 16 19 10 7 
7000 0.42 38 16 19 11 8 
0.12 6000 0.4 38 18 6 
6500 0.4 49 21 19 10 7 
7000 0.4 49 21 19 10 9 
6500 0.35 49 21 21 11 11 
7000 0.35 49 21 21 11 11 
6500 0.33 49 22 25 11 
7000 0.33 49 25 30 15 
6500 0.3 49 26 21 11 10 
7000 0.3 49 26 21 11 12 
.ci.2s · .. , .;.~ooo . ·f>~2s.~, ... ·· 49 · . 
6500 0.25 49 19 21 10 9 
7000 0.25 49 19 30 14 
2.3.3 Energy 10 
Energy 10 is a heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HY AC) building design 
software that calculates the energy usage of a home or building using Typical Meteorological 
Year (TMY2) Data. Energy 10 takes the physical characteristics of a home as defined by the 
user and calculates a UA value for a home or building. Results will be presented using the 
design software to compare with the previous two methods. 
2.4 Heating Loads 
A heating load is the rate that a home loses heat in the winter measured in Btu/hr. 
The heating load can be determined for a home on an average monthly basis. The heating 
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load experienced by a home, QHL, is comprised of four modes of heat transfer: 1) sensible 
heat, which is transferred by conduction through the building envelope, q,, 2) energy 
required to heat air that infiltrates through cracks in the home, qif; 3) heat gained from 
sunlight through fenestrations, qs; and 4) internal gains experienced by the home, q;g . The 
summation of these modes of heat transfer equals the heating load: 
2.10 
2.4.1 Heat Transmitted Through Building Envelope 
The sensible heat lost through a home q1 is determined by the home heat loss 
coefficient and the temperature difference between the outdoor air and the inside of a home. 
The heat is transferred by way of conduction and infiltration through the walls, doors and 
windows. The average monthly heating load can be determined using the UA value for a 
home and the amount of HDDs in the month, as well as the number of days in the month n;, 
as shown: 
. (HDD)(UA) 
qi = 2.11 
n; 
2.4.2 Winter Infiltration 
ASHRAE Fundamentals (2001) provides values for the amount of air-changes-per-
hour (ACH) for single-family detached homes based upon the outdoor design temperature. 
The ACH values are used to provide a value for the amount of air infiltrating the building 
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envelope per hour. Values for air changes per hour are available for heating (based on wine 
speed of 15 mph) and for cooling (based on a wind speed of 7 .5 mph). The infiltration is 
calculated by the air-change-per-hour method, where the ACH is a function of outdoor 
temperature and building construction shown in Table 2.2. The ACH is plotted versus 
outdoor temperature and shown in Figure 2.4. Note that the number of ACH declines as the 
outdoor temperature approaches the balance point temperature of 65°F. 
The equation for each line shown in Figure 2.4 can be used to determine the ACH of a 
home based on average outdoor temperature. The linear equations for each construction are: 
Loose Construction: 
Medium Construction: 
Tight Construction: 
ACH = -0.0047;, + 1.31 
ACH = -0.0047;, + 0.89 
A CH = -0.0027;, + 0.51 
2.12 
2.13 
2.14 
The volumetric flow rate V of outdoor air entering the building can be calculated by 
multiplying the ACHtimes the volume of the zone¥- (i.e. first floor, second floor) 
experiencing the infiltration, where: 
V = (ACH)¥- 2.15 
Table 2.3: Air change rates as function of air-tightness (based on 15mph wind speed) 
(ASHRAE Fundamentals, 2001) 
Outdoor Air Design Temperatures (F) 
Construction 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 
Tight 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.53 0.55 0.57 0.59 
Medium 0.69 0.73 0.77 0.81 0.85 0.89 0.93 0.97 1.01 1.05 
j Loose 
1.5 
1.25 
1 
I 
0 0.75 
<( 
0.5 
0.25 
0 
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Figure 2.4: ACH versus outdoor temperature for heating. 
When the wind strikes the side of a home a pressure rise is created; the pressure 
difference is between the air outside of the home and inside of the home, and causes 
infiltration. The pressure on the outside of the home P,, can be determined from Bernoulli's 
equation: 
v2 
p =P +---E!!:...p . 
o atm 2 air 
Solving for the pressure difference, assuming atmospheric pressure inside the home: 
v2 
AD P p _ air ~ = o - atm -2Pair 
Where the pressure difference is proportional to the air velocity squared. 
2.16 
2.17 
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Assuming that all of the infiltration passes through cracks of the home, the infiltration 
can be modeled as air passing through a single orifice. The volumetric flow rate of the air is 
then: 
V=V A 
air 2.18 
Assuming turbulent flow through the cracks, the discharge coefficient of air passing through 
a single orifice is nearly constant: 
C= M 
__!_ v2 
2 Pair air 
2.19 
Recasting Equation 2.19 for air velocity and substituting in Equation 2.18, the volumetric 
flow rate of the air flowing through the crack is then: 
2.20 
Substituting the Equation 2.17 into 2.20: 
pVa~r 
V=A 2 = AVair 2.21 1 JC 
- pC 
2 
Therefore, the volumetric flow rate of air infiltrating the structure is proportional to the wind 
velocity WS. 
The sensible heat lost due to infiltration is: 
. · (WS) 
qif = cPV p(T; -TJ (ws ) 
ref 
2.22 
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Where WSref is the reference wind speed for Table 2.3. Assuming air has a constant specific 
heat of 0.24 Btu/(lb·°F) and a constant density of 0.075 lb/ft3 will yield the following 
equation: 
q1 =0.018V(J;-7;,) 2.23 
2.4.3 Solar Load 
Solar loads ifs, for heating and cooling can be calculated using Energy 10. Energy 10 
uses typical meteorological year (TMY2) data to simulate the amount of solar energy gained 
by the home through the fenestrations. Since solar loads provide heat gain to the home, they 
are subtracted from the heating load, as shown in Equation 2.10. 
2.4.4 Winter Internal Gains 
Internal gains are heat given off by electrical appliances and devices as well as people. 
The gains are determined from knowing how much heat an appliance/person gives off, 
multiplied by how often they operate/are home. For example, if someone watches three 
hours of television in one day, you would multiply the amount of time the television was on 
(three hours) by how much heat the television generates. ASHRAE Fundamentals provides 
heat load rates for various appliances such as refrigerators, lights, washers, and dryers as well 
as people. The internal gains are then summed up to provide an average monthly load. This 
load is subtracted from the total heating load since it is added heat that the heat pump does 
not have to provide (see Equation 2.10). 
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2.5 Cooling Loads 
The cooling load QcL is calculated much the same as the heating load. However, 
cooling degree days (CDD) will be used instead of heating degree days. Because the heat 
from sunlight must be removed during the summer, solar loads are added to the cooling load. 
Also, air infiltrating into the home during the summer must be treated differently than in the 
winter: 
2.24 
2.5.1 Heat Transmitted by Conduction Through the Building Envelope 
The sensible heat lost through a home q1 is determined by the home heat loss 
coefficient and the temperature difference between the outdoor air and the inside of a home. 
The heat is transferred by way of conduction and infiltration through the walls. For the 
summer, the average monthly cooling load can be determined using the UA value for a home 
and the amount of CDDs in the month, as well as the number of days in the month n;, as 
shown: 
. CDD*UA 
qt= 2.25 
2.5.2 Summer Infiltration 
The air that infiltrates a home in the summer consists of latent heat as well as sensible 
heat that must be removed. Values for air changes per hour for summer conditions differ 
from the winter conditions. ASHRAE Fundamentals prescribes values for ACH for the 
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summer based on outdoor design temperature. These values can be seen in Table 2.3. The 
values of ACH are plotted versus outdoor temperature in Figure 2.5. Note that the number of 
A CH declines as the outdoor temperature approaches the balance point temperature of 65°F. 
The equations for the air changes per hour during the summer months from Figure 2.5 are: 
Loose Construction: ACH = 0.0041',, + 0.34 2.26 
Medium Construction: ACH = 0.0041',, + 0.12 2.27 
Tight Construction: ACH = 0.0021',, + 0.16 2.28 
Moisture present in the air infiltrating the building must be removed during the 
summer months. This is not a factor in winter because heat pumps do not humidify air. 
Therefore, the latent heat removed q Lar due to infiltration must be accounted for, as well as 
the sensible heat removed qse/1 in the cooling load. Figure 2.6 displays a chart to determine 
the latent factor as a function of infiltration. Note how the latent factor decreases as the 
humidity ratio decreases. 
Table 2.4: Air change rates as function of air-tightness (based on 7.5 mph wind) (ASHRAE 
Fundamentals, 2001) 
Outdoor Design Temperatures (°F) 
Construction 85 90 95 100 105 110 
Tight 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.38 
Medium 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.56 
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Figure 2.6: Effect of infiltration on latent factor (ASHRAE Fundamentals, 2001) 
Therefore the cooling load for infiltration qif will be determined as follows: 
2.29 
The cooling infiltration also differs from heating by the average outdoor temperature for the 
month. Since the average Iowa temperature for the month in the cooling season usually 
ranges from 70°F - 75°F, this indicates almost negligible infiltration. However, since the 
outdoor temperature during the day reaches large values causing significant infiltration, a 
theoretical simulation must be performed. This will be done using Typical Meteorological 
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Data (TMY2) by calculating th hourly infiltration and converting it to a monthly infiltration 
cooling load q if . 
2.5.3 Solar Load 
The solar load is calculated in the same method as in the heating load. Solar loads ifs 
for heating and cooling will be calculated using Energy 10. Energy 10 uses typical 
meteorological year (TMY2) data to simulate the amount of solar energy gained by the home 
through the fenestrations. Solar loads must be added to the cooling load since they contribute 
to the amount of heat to be removed by the heat pump in cooling mode. 
2.5.4 Summer Internal Gains 
As discussed in Section 2.4.4, internal gains are heat given off by electrical appliances 
and devices as well as people. ASHRAE Fundamentals provides heat load rates for various 
appliances such as refrigerators, lights, washers, and dryers as well as people. The internal 
gains are then summed up to provide an average monthly load. The internal gains are added 
the total cooling load since it is heat that must be removed by the heat pump. 
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2.6 Cost Analysis: Natural Gas Furnace Comparison 
In order to determine cost savings of the GCHPs it is necessary to compare them to 
natural gas furnaces. This will be done by replacing the GCHP in the home with a natural 
gas furnace, assuming the same amount of heat was required. 
Natural gas furnaces have high efficiencies typically between 92-94%. Geothermal 
heat pumps typically have COPs of 2.5 to 4 depending on entering water temperature and 
speed at which they are running. It was therefore determined that the best way to compare 
the costs of running each system would be to determine the cost per Btu delivered to the 
home for heating and cooling with each system. 
In order to compare the cost of energy input into each respective heating system, a 
unit conversion is necessary. The cost per kilowatt hour of electricity and cost per therm of 
natural gas will each be converted to a cost per Btu to determine the amount of natural gas 
required to heat a home. The cost conversion for electricity is: 
Cost ( Cost )( kW ·h ) 
Btu = kW ·h 3142Btu 
2.30 
For a natural gas furnace, the method to determine the cost per Btu: 
Cost ( Cost J(lOOfi \ natgas) J( therm ) 
Btu = 1000 fi\nargas ) therm 100, OOOBtu 2.31 
Utilities provide a special electric rate for GCHPs in one of two ways. The first 
method is to attach a second electric meter on the heat pump itself, and provide a single low-
cost electric rate for the electricity used by the heat pump. The low-cost rate is applied 
throughout the year with the exception of the summer months. The electrical rate when a 
second meter is attached to the heat pump will hereafter be referred to as the two-meter 
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method. The second method is to provide a series of rate reductions for the electricity 
consumed by the entire house. This method typically provides either a two or three stage 
breakdown for electrical rates. lfit is a two stage rate, the first 700-1000 kW·h of electricity 
consumed is at a fixed rate, and then all subsequent electricity consumed is provided at a 
cheaper rate. If the utility uses a three stage rating structure, typically the first 500 kW·h 
electricity consumed is at the standard rate of electricity, the next 500-700 kW·h is charged at 
a lower rate, and finally all subsequent power consumed is charged at an even lower rate. 
The electrical rate when only one electrical meter is used will hereafter be referred to as the 
one-meter method. 
In order to determine the amount of energy delivered to a home in a given reading 
period, the amount of energy a heat pump uses will be multiplied by the average monthly 
COP: 
2.32 
Where the "i" refers to a month. It is necessary to estimate how much heat the heat pump 
actually delivers to the house, after which the amount of natural gas required to deliver the 
same amount of heat can be determined. 
To determine the amount of heat delivered to the home in a utility reading period for 
a natural gas furnace, the amount of heat delivered to a home will be divided by the 
efficiency of a natural gas furnace: 
(Q ) . = (QHL)i 
req 1 
T/ 
2.33 
An average efficiency of 93% will be used in the evaluation of modem natural gas furnaces. 
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Once the amount of natural gas required to heat the home is known, the ground 
coupled heat pump and natural gas furnace can be compared economically. The amount of 
electricity the heat pump used, and the amount of natural gas consumed by a furnace for a 
utility reading period will be multiplied by their respective rates to determine a monthly cost. 
The cost for running a heat pump will be determined by using the two different methods 
utilities use to charge for electricity to run a heat pump: the one-meter method and the two-
method. The cost of operation for a heat pump will be calculated once with each method in 
order to determine if there is a significant cost difference in the methods. 
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Chapter 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Selection of Homes 
Thirty-two homes were analyzed in this study. Sixteen homes contained vertically-
configured geothermal systems and sixteen contained horizontally-configured systems. The 
home styles were either ranch or 2-story to provide homes of typical construction. No homes 
of atypical construction (A-frame, log cabin type, etc.) were included in the study. The 
homes were distributed throughout the state utilizing the three main climate regions of Iowa. 
All homes studied use forced air for heating and cooling. The locations of the homes are 
shown in Figure 3.1 labeled with dots. Table 3.1 provides the year built, style, county, and 
ground heat exchanger orientation of each home. Table 3.2 provides physical characteristics 
of the homes (floor size, thermal resistance values, etc.). 
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Figure 3.1: Locations of homes within the state of Iowa 
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Table 3.1: County, year of construction, construction style, and ground heat exchanger 
orientation for homes 
House 
County Year Built Style Number GCHP Orientation 
Benton 1998 2-Storv 1 Horizontal 
Calhoun 2001 Ranch 1 Vertical 
1997 Ranch 1 Vertical 
Clarke 2000 2-Story 1 Vertical 
1998 Ranch 1 Vertical 
Decatur 1999 Ranch 1 Horizontal 
Lee 1999 2-Story 1 Horizontal 
2001 2-Story 1 Horizontal 
1998 Ranch 1 Horizontal 
Dubuque 2001 Ranch 2 Horizontal 
1997 2-Story 1 Horizontal 
2001 2-Story 1 Vertical 
2001 Ranch 1 Vertical 
Fayette 1998 2-Story 1 Horizontal 
Greene 1999 Ranch 1 Vertical 
Ida 2000 Ranch 1 Vertical 
Iowa 2001 Ranch 1 Vertical 
1999 Ranch 1 Horizontal 
2001 Ranch 1 Horizontal 
Johnson 2000 Ranch 1 Horizontal 
1998 Ranch 1 Horizontal 
2001 Ranch 1 Vertical 
Jones 2000 Ranch 2 Horizontal 
Linn 2001 Ranch 1 Horizontal 
Marshall 2001 Ranch 1 Vertical 
Plvmoth 1998 Ranch 2 Vertical 
Polk 1997 Ranch 1 Vertical 
Union 2000 Ranch 1 Vertical 
2001 Ranch 1 Vertical 
On-site energy audits of the homes selected for the study were conducted to 
determine additional physical characteristics of the homes (refer to Appendix A). The 
information collected consisted of floor area, ceiling height, window area, window 
orientation, wall construction/insulation, ceiling/attic insulation, and home orientation. 
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Blueprints for the homes were obtained or copied when available; in the absence of 
blueprints, data was acquired by measurement. The model number of the GCHP was also 
obtained on-site so that performance data could be obtained. 
Table 3.2: Physical Characteristics of homes 
Exterior Ceiling Window 
Home Age Floor Wall R- Area 
Number (years) Stvle Area (ft2) Area (ft2) Value (ft2) 
V-1-1 4 Ranch 2283 2001 55 157.92 
V-1-2 4 Ranch 1800 1605 35 213.26 
V-1-4 5 2-Storv 1257 2725 30 185.37 
V-1-5 4 Ranch 1483 1810 60 173.68 
V-1-6 4 2-Story 2889 2294 29 256.94 
V-1-7 7 Ranch 2053 1529 38 201 .14 
V-1-8 7 Ranch 1350 1537 48 179.78 
V-1-9 8 Ranch 1837 1429 35 188.39 
V-1-11 7 Ranch 1800 1440 35 151.46 
V-1-12 5 Ranch 2067 1376 38 194.79 
V-1-13 5 Ranch 1650 1400 43 113.27 
V-0-14 4 Ranch 1554 1336 40 227.85 
V-1-16 4 Ranch 2069 1744 25 246.32 
V-0-17 4 Ranch 2218 1824 55 336.13 
V-1-18 8 Ranch 1874 1696 60 354.58 
V-1-20 6 Ranch 2408 1834 52 366.08 
H-1-2 4 Ranch 1250 1409 46 326.15 
H-1-3 6 Ranch 1506 1980 52 218.7 
H-0-4 7 2-Story 3107 2980 46 298.47 
H-0-5 4 Ranch 2279 2167 38 394.69 
H-1-7 6 2-Story 3685 3784 38 500.25 
H-1 -8 5 Ranch 1800 2011 38 331 .53 
H-1-10 8 2-Story 2598 2751 55 283.92 
H-1-11 4 Ranch 2048 1875 44 277.29 
H-1-12 7 Ranch 1515 1232 36 276.86 
H-1-13 5 Ranch 1654 1191 40 126.37 
H-0-14 4 2-Storv 2282 2411 38 385.46 
H-1-15 7 Ranch 1735 2144 38 420.71 
H-1-16 6 Ranch 2404 1573 38 310.66 
H-1-17 5 Ranch 2024 1632 38 202.74 
H-0-18 7 2-Story 3988 3518 29 425.13 
H-1-20 8 2-Story 2866 2781 59 304.87 
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Homes were selected to include newer homes (assuming new homes are well 
constructed and energy efficient), and that the GCHP of the home had operated for at least 
one year to allow the GCHP to acclimate to the ground and was "broken-in". The floor area 
of the homes ranged from 1250 ft2 to 3988 ft2. The floor area consists of all above ground 
living space. The window area of the homes ranged from 113 ft2 to 500 ft2. The thermal 
resistance values of ceiling/attic insulation ranged from R-25 to R-60. 
The homes are labeled in a three character tag separated by hyphens. The first 
character refers to the ground heat exchanger; "H" or "V" (horizontal or vertical). The 
second character refers to whether or not a home has a desuperheater for domestic hot water 
heating with "O" meaning the heat pump does not contain a desuperheater and " 1" meaning 
the heat pump does contain a desuperheater. The third character refers to the home number 
within the study (e.g., 1, 2, 3 ... ). 
3.2 Acquisition of Weather Data 
Weather data was obtained from climatological studies for the state of Iowa. The 
data was obtained for the years 2002-2004 from the National Climate Data Center (NCDC) 
in conjunction with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The 
annual climate summaries contained HDD and CDD for a number of locations across the 
state of Iowa. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the typical number of heating and cooling degree 
days for Iowa. The HDD and CDD were used to estimate the sensible heat transfer through 
the building envelope. The average-monthly air temperatures were also included in the 
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annual climate summaries. The average-monthly air temperatures were necessary for 
determining infiltration, ACH, as well as heating loads due to infiltration. Weather 
characteristics for each home studied were based on the closest weather measurement station 
available through the annual climatological studies. 
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Figure 3.2: Typical number of heating and cooling degree days for Iowa (NOAA) 
The average-monthly wind speed was available in several local annual climate 
summaries. These summaries were for the same locations that TMY2 data is available for 
(Des Moines, Sioux City, Waterloo, and Mason City). The local annual climate summary 
used for a home was chosen by the homes proximity to the available annual climate 
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summary. The average wind speed was necessary for determining the average monthly 
heating load due to infiltration. 
3.3 Calculation of GCHP Electrical Usage in One-Metered Homes 
Approximately one-half of the homes studied have only one electrical meter for the 
entire home; the remaining homes have two meters, one for the GCHP and another for all 
other sources of electrical usage. For the one-metered homes, it was necessary to determine 
how much energy went to the heat pump and how much went to general home electrical 
usage. To determine the energy used by the heat pump in a given year, two-meter homes 
were used as a guideline. 
To demonstrate how much energy a heat pump uses versus all other energy uses, the 
actual utility data from a sample two-meter home is shown in Figure 3.3 for a 24 month 
period. The general usage (labeled "other") fluctuates around 1,000 kW·h regardless of the 
time of year. However, the electrical requirements of the heat pump (labeled GCHP) are 
clearly higher during the winter months (November through March) in contrast to the 
summer months (June through August). The transition months, which have the fewest HDD 
and CDD, are when the heat pump will run the least, typically in September, October, May, 
and June. Note that this corresponds to Figure 3.2 for the heating and cooling degree days 
typical of the Iowa climate. 
To determine the amount of electricity a heat pump uses for a one-meter home, it is 
necessary to determine the general electrical consumption of the home. The general electric 
consumption is found by averaging electricity (work) WTrans ,roraI to the one-meter home during 
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the transitional months. The average value of work during the transition months most closely 
resembles the electrical consumption of the home, since the heat pump will run the least 
during these months. However, a "correction factor" needs to be used to determine the heat 
pump electricity consumption during these months. The correction factor to predict the one-
meter heat pump electrical requirements is found by determining an average heat pump usage 
WTrans ,hp during the transition months based on two-meter home performance. Therefore, 
the predicted energy WPredicred used by the heat pump for a one-meter home is: 
WPredicted = WTotal -WTrans.total + WTrans.hp 
where WTaraI is the total electricity (work) to the home. This method will be validated by 
predicting energy usage for two-meter homes and comparing the results to actual data. 
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Figure 3.3: Electrical usage for a sample two meter home. 
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A sample two-meter home was used to validate Equation 3.1 by calculating the total 
energy used. First, both the heat pump and general electrical usage for the sample two-meter 
home (see Figure 3.3) were added together for each month to represent a "one-meter home", 
as shown in Figure 3.4. Next, the general home electrical usage was estimated to be 1,119 
kW·h for the transition months, and was subtracted from the total electricity for each month. 
Then, the correction factor was added to each month to predict the amount of electricity used 
by the heat pump. Based on the two-meter data collected for 17 of the homes, the average 
electrical usage of the heat pump during the transitional months was found to be 255 kW·h. 
The actual and predicted amounts of electricity usage are shown in Figure 3.5 for a two-
meter home. The predicted results are very close to that of the actual energy usage for the 
heat pump and provide confidence in the methodology developed in Equation 3.1 to be 
applied to the one-meter homes. 
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Figure 3.5: Predicted and actual heat pump electrical usage for a two-meter home. 
Figure 3.6 is actual data for a sample one-meter home and demonstrates similar 
electrical usage characteristics to the sample two-meter home data shown in Figure 3.4 (when 
the data for both meters were summed). Applying the correction factor ( Wrrans ,hp = 255 kW·h) 
to the one-meter data, the predicted heat pump usage was calculated, as shown in Figure 3.7. 
The correction factor was applied to all one-meter homes in this study to estimate heat pump 
work each month using Equation 3 .1. 
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3.4 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficients of Homes 
The 2000 IECC is the least restrictive method and prescriptive method is the most 
restrictive method (refer to Section 2.3 .2 for details) for determining the UA of a home. 
Energy 10 uses known home characteristics such as insulation R-values. Based on the homes 
selected for this study, the R-values for exterior walls of the homes were typically 17.7 hr·ft2• 
Table 3.3 compares the UA values based on the 2000 IECC general method, prescriptive 
method, experimentally determined values (based on data from energy audits), and Energy 
10. Clearly, the prescriptive method provides the lowest UA. The UA values for the 2000 
IECC general method are largest because the building code specifies R-values that are not 
realistic for current construction (see Table 2.1 ). Generally, the UA of a home using known 
R-values or Energy 10 would be in between the UAs as determined by the 2000 IECC and 
the prescriptive method. 
It was then determined that an average UA based on known values for the homes and 
Energy 10 would be the most accurate. An average value of the home UA was calculated as 
shown in Table 3.4. The normalized percent difference was calculated to see how much the 
UA would vary from the average UA calculated: 
= 2 UAexperimenr -UAEnergylO 
% Difference U A U A 
experiment + EnergyJO 
3.2 
and Table 3.4 shows the percent difference for each home. For most of the homes, the 
normalized percent difference was less than 25% with the exception of two homes. 
Therefore the average UA will be used to calculate sensible heat. 
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Table 3.3: UA values for the homes using four methods 
UA 
Prescriptive Known 
Home 2000 IECC Method Values Enernv 10 
H-1-2 449 298 347 411 
H-1-3 452 351 317 385 
H-0-4 672 382 460 525 
H-0-5 574 349 425 457 
H-1-7 904 564 645 645 
H-1-8 558 386 420 469 
H-1-10 560 289 361 477 
H-1-11 491 353 355 388 
H-1-12 408 273 326 331 
H-1-13 364 307 281 313 
H-0-14 598 382 433 537 
H-1-15 665 403 518 638 
H-1-16 518 366 410 421 
H-1-17 432 309 320 397 
H-0-18 744 402 520 650 
H-1-20 658 358 449 516 
V-1-1 552 430 396 461 
V-1-2 453 335 347 439 
V-1-4 564 362 386 409 
V-1-5 451 358 313 355 
V-1-6 571 317 431 451 
V-1-7 477 365 373 425 
V-1-8 422 289 309 354 
V-1-9 424 319 331 369 
V-1-11 413 342 318 360 
V-1-12 425 258 316 353 
V-1-13 393 307 292 358 
V-0-14 379 408 285 379 
V-1-16 524 398 433 482 
V-0-17 594 362 451 397 
V-1-18 547 364 412 490 
V-1-20 569 372 427 410 
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Table 3.4: Percent difference from average UA 
UA 
Normalized 
Known Percent 
Home Values Ener2v 10 Average Difference 
H-1-2 347 411 379 16.9% 
H-1-3 317 385 351 19.5% 
H-0-4 460 525 492 13.3% 
H-0-5 425 457 441 7.2% 
H-1-7 645 645 645 0.0% 
H-1-8 420 469 445 10.9% 
H-1-10 361 477 419 27.7% 
H-1-11 355 388 371 8.8% 
H-1-12 326 331 328 1.6% 
H-1-13 281 313 297 10.9% 
H-0-14 433 537 485 21.4% 
H-1-15 518 638 578 20.8% 
H-1-16 410 421 416 2.6% 
H-1-17 320 397 358 21.5% 
H-0-18 520 650 585 22.3% 
H-1-20 449 516 482 14.0% 
V-1-1 396 461 429 15.2% 
V-1-2 347 439 393 23.5% 
V-1-4 386 409 398 5.7% 
V-1-5 313 355 334 12.6% 
V-1-6 431 451 441 4.6% 
V-1-7 373 425 399 13.2% 
V-1-8 309 354 331 13.6% 
V-1-9 331 369 350 10.9% 
V-1-11 318 360 339 12.3% 
V-1-12 316 353 335 10.9% 
V-1-13 292 358 325 20.2% 
V-0-14 285 379 332 28.2% 
V-1-16 433 482 458 10.6% 
V-0-17 451 397 424 12.6% 
V-1-18 412 490 451 17.2% 
V-1-20 427 410 418 4.0% 
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3.5 Justification for TMY2 Data 
TMY2 data are for hourly values of solar radiation and other meteorological from 
1961 through 1990. Although TMY2 data represent the "typical" weather a location could 
expect to experience in any given year, this study uses actual weather and utility data, and 
further investigations are needed to determine if the TMY2 data for solar radiation is 
acceptable. 
Global horizontal daily radiation amounts are available from the Iowa Environmental 
Mesonet. Global horizontal radiation is collected on a solar collector that lies flat on the 
ground and is the sum of all direct and diffuse radiation. In order to verify that TMY2 data 
would be acceptable to use in the analysis, the TMY2 global horizontal radiation amounts 
were compared to the actual daily global horizontal radiation amounts from the Iowa 
Environmental Mesonet. The Iowa Environmental Mesonet recorded data was plotted with 
the TMY2 data for three years on a monthly basis as shown in Figure 3.8. The average 
percent difference of the Iowa Mesonet data from TMY2 data was calculated to be 6.6%. It 
was determined that the difference between Iowa Mesonet and TMY2 data for the years 
studied was small enough to justify using TMY2 data to determine solar loads for heating 
and cooling. 
3.6 Coefficient of Performance 
The COP of the heat pump was calculated using the home electrical usage and 
average monthly heating load. The electrical usage was acquired directly from the 
homeowner's utility company and was converted to an average monthly electrical load. The 
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average monthly COP can be estimated using the ratio of heat a home uses in a given month 
over the electricity consumed by the heat pump during that month. Thus, the COP for the 
heating season is: 
COP= qHL 3.3 
w e lee 
For the summer, the average monthly cooling load is used in conjunction with the 
utility data to estimate the average monthly COP: 
COP= '!CL 3.4 
~lee 
For summer infiltration, using the design humidity ratio of 0.017 (ASHRAE Fundamentals) 
and Figure 2.6, Equation 2.30 reduces to: 
qif = 2.245if sen 3.5 
Often, utility companies record a monthly usage partway through a month, therefore 
linear interpolation was used to calculate the HDDs for the reading period in order to provide 
a more accurate estimation of the COP. This was necessary to determine the average 
temperature difference between a home and the outside air on a per month basis. 
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Figure 3.8: Recorded radiation data compared with TMY2 data 
The COP for heating was calculated for each home for the months of November 
through March of 2002-2003 and 2003-2004. The cooling COP was calculated for June 
through August for 2002, 2003, and 2004. The months of September, October, April, and 
May were excluded because heat pumps are infrequently used. The reason is that internal 
and solar gains can offset the heating loads during these months, as well as the cooling loads 
are not large enough to require the heat pump to operate. Internal gains were neglected in the 
heating and cooling load calculations since it was not possible to account for the occupancy 
living habits. Through interviewing the homeowners it was discovered that many people had 
schedules (e.g. , work, cooking, laundry, children, vacations, etc.) that were inconsistent. 
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With so much variation in living habits, it was determined that any attempt to predict internal 
gains would prove to be a challenge, and therefore they were not included. 
For a sample vertically-configured home, the average monthly heating load and 
corresponding average monthly electric load are plotted versus heating degree day per day 
and shown in Figure 3.9. The COP was plotted versus heating degree days in heating mode 
in Figure 3 .10. The average monthly cooling and corresponding electric load versus cooling 
degree days per day are shown in Figure 3 .11. The COP was plotted versus cooling degree 
days in cooling mode in Figure 3.12. The ARI 330 rating of the COP is also shown on 
Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.12 to show how the GCHP would perform at constant operation. 
The ARI 330 rating corresponds to an entering water temperature of 50 °F, air entering at 70 
°F dry bulb temperature, and a flow rate of 10 gallons per minute. Plots a sample 
horizontally configured GCHP are provided in Figure 3.13 through Figure 3.16. 
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As seen in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.13, as the heating load increases, so does the 
electrical load, which is expected. Also, in Figure 3 .10 and Figure 3 .14 we can see that the 
coefficient of performance in heating is relatively constant and close to the ARI 330 COP 
indicating consistent performance of the heat pumps. 
In Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.15 the electric load does not always rise with the cooling 
load. This can be due to a number ofreasons (such as the occupants were on vacation or not 
using air conditioning). This accounts for the COP fluctuations in Figure 3 .12 and Figure 
3.16. Appendix B has figures for heating and cooling loads, and COPs for all homes used in 
this study. 
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the minimum, maximum, and average COPs estimated for 
the heating and cooling seasons for vertically configured and horizontally configured homes, 
respectively. A summary of the COP values and their standard deviations is shown in Table 
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3.7. The COP values and standard deviations for are also shown in Table 3.7. In addition, 
the COPs for vertical and horizontal heat pump configurations were averaged. 
Table 3.7 shows that the estimated average coefficient of performance in heating for 
both vertical and horizontal configurations is approximately 75% of the rated ARI 330 COP. 
This provides confidence in the results as the COP of any heat pump should not be equal to 
the rated ARI 330 COP. This is because the ARI 330 rating is at steady state with a constant 
entering air and water temperatures and a constant flowrate. Tbe COP of a heat pump will 
fluctuate with entering air temperature, water temperature, and flowrate. Should the heat 
pump have duel compressors, the COP can change by as much as 0.5 depending ifthe system 
is running at part or full load. 
Table 3.5: Summary of COP values for vertically configured homes 
Heatin!1 COP Cooling COP 
Home Min Max Avg ARI 330 Min Max Avg ARI 330 
V-1-1 2.57 3.38 3.06 3.70 2.85 3.97 3.41 4.81 
V-1-2 2.61 5.88 4.08 3.40 2.05 5.59 3.77 4.81 
V-1-4 2.20 2.91 2.64 3.60 8.23 31 .96 19.75 4.28 
V-1-5 1.10 3.48 2.66 4 .00 1.90 3.27 2.53 5.07 
V-1-6 1.87 5.56 2.83 3.70 3.28 9.30 5.20 4.69 
V-1-7 1.67 3.27 2.57 3.10 2.92 7.20 4.72 4.69 
V-1-8 2.82 3.71 3.41 3.10 1.95 3.51 2.62 4.72 
V-1-9 1.90 3.76 3.11 3.10 5.76 13.80 8.03 4.72 
V-1-11 2.92 3.61 3.22 3.00 2.64 5.21 3.54 4.40 
V-1-12 3.04 4.59 3.80 3.00 2.30 8.86 4.80 4.40 
V-1-13 2.16 3.76 2.89 3.50 1.85 2.62 2.23 4.63 
V-0-14 2.07 2.83 2.46 3.40 3.72 6.59 5.03 4.51 
V-1-16 1.51 2.72 2.04 3.40 3.78 21.23 8.39 4.51 
V-0-17 1.60 3.79 2.46 3.20 6.29 18.93 11 .31 3.87 
V-1-18 1.27 3.21 2.76 3.33 4.15 9.63 7.14 4.69 
V-1-20 1.63 2.62 1.96 4 .30 3.26 6.75 4.48 5.77 
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Table 3.6: Summary of COP values for horizontally configured homes 
Heating COP Cooling COP 
Home Min Max Avg ARI 330 Min Max Avg ARI 330 
H-1-2 0.53 2.66 1.81 3.50 5.23 7.98 6.72 4.63 
H-1-3 1.86 2.79 2.41 3.30 2.93 14.76 6.89 3.84 
H-0-4 2.33 3.44 2.77 3.20 2.74 13.64 7.05 3.87 
H-0-5 2.26 4.20 3.16 3.20 4.68 38.83 17.88 3.87 
H-1-7 0.65 1.55 1.18 4.00 2.65 5.64 4.03 5.01 
H-1-8 1.48 4.07 2.25 4.30 1.92 17.35 5.41 5.89 
H-1-10 1.88 4.73 2.82 4.30 2.80 12.63 6.50 5.77 
H-1-11 2.38 5.87 4.06 3.40 3.34 15.44 7.01 4.81 
H-1-12 3.68 10.31 4.57 3.70 4.12 15.39 7.03 4.69 
H-1-13 2.06 3.71 2.83 3.70 3.42 12.72 6.76 4.69 
H-0-14 1.90 4.26 2.85 3.40 2.56 11.09 5.30 4.02 
H-1-15 1.43 3.64 2.08 3.10 9.57 33.76 19.66 4.69 
H-1-16 2.11 3.08 2.74 3.10 3.58 13.94 7.26 4.69 
H-1-17 1.32 3.35 2.23 3.10 1.53 7.68 3.44 4.69 
H-0-18 2.53 5.38 3.33 3.30 3.42 10.09 5.88 3.43 
H-1-20 1.83 7.48 3.71 4.30 3.82 33.52 14.07 5.89 
Table 3.7: Summary of COP values and standard deviations 
Vertical & 
Vertical Horizontal Horizontal 
Avg Rated Avg Rated Avg Rated 
COP COP COP COP COP COP 
AVG 2.87 3.43 2.80 3.56 2.8 3.5 
Heating STD 
COP DEV 0.57 0.37 0.85 0.44 0.7 0.4 
AVG 6.1 4.7 7.9 4.7 7.1 4.7 
Cooling STD 
COP DEV 4.4 0.4 5.0 1.3 4.6 0.6 
Figure 3.17 displays a plot of the ARI 330 rated COPs versus the average estimations 
of the COPs for heating and Figure 3 .18 displays a plot of the ARI 330 rated COPs versus 
the average estimations of the COPs for cooling for each home. The solid line in Figure 3.17 
and Figure 3.18 represents a one-to-one ratio of COPs. Almost all estimated COPs for 
heating shown in Figure 3.17 are less than their ARI 330 COPs, which provides confidence 
in the analysis. As stated previously the COP of any heat pump in actual use will not be the 
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rated COP due to changing loads and varying operating conditions. Figure 3.17 also shows 
virtually no difference between horizontal and vertical configurations for average COP. The 
few cases where the estimated COP was significantly larger than the ARI 330 rated COP are 
most likely attributed to large internal gains. 
The large estimates of average COP for cooling shown in Figure 3.18 can be 
attributed to vacations and to certain homeowners preferring not to use air conditioning. It 
was found that many homes rarely operate their air conditioning in the summer. It should be 
noted that several homes had average COPs that were too large to be included in Figure 3 .18 
due to low heat pump usage in the summers. Certain homes used less than 300 kW·h a month 
even in the warmest months of the summer. Another factor that contributed to the large COP 
estimations was the summer of 2004, which was very mild compared to a typical summer. 
For instance, in the summer of 2004 Des Moines experienced 38% less CDD than the 
average summer. The small amount of cooling days could have prompted many homeowners 
to cool their homes by just leaving windows open rather than running their heat pumps. 
Another factor for inaccurate cooling COPs in certain homes in the summer can be attributed 
to heat pump electrical prediction in one-meter homes (see section 3.3). For example, if 
predicted electrical requirements for a heat pump are 100 kW· h lower than the actual use for 
a 30 day reading period, the electrical load would be 436 Btu/hr less than the true electrical 
load. As seen in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.15, the maximum electrical loads in the summer 
experienced by these homes are approximately 2300 kW·h and 1900 kW·h. An error of 436 
Btu/hr for these homes would translate into an error in COP of 19% and 23% larger. Thus 
even slight errors in electrical prediction can have significant effects on the estimated COP. 
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Economics 
The cost of heating a residence with a GCHP and a natural gas furnace was calculated 
for the months of November through March. These months were used because the heat 
pumps operated enough to estimate approximate values of COPs. The heat pump operating 
cost for the five-month period was determined using both the two-meter and one-meter 
method (refer to 2.6). The average electric rate during the heating season for the two-meter 
method was determined to be$ 0.0357 per kilowatt hour. The average electric rate for the 
one-meter method can be seen in Table 3.8. It was theorized that homes with one meter 
would use at least 500 kW·h of electricity per month for general home electrical usage (e.g., 
electricity consumed by refrigerators, TV's, laundry, etc.). After inspection of typical two-
metered home general electric usage, it was found that this was a valid assumption. Thus for 
the one-metered homes, the average electric rate for the first 500 kW·h was ignored, and only 
the second and third stage rates were used. This corresponded to a rate of $0.0618 per kW·h 
for the first 517 kW·h of electrical usage, and $0.0361 per kW·h for all subsequent electricity 
consumed by the heat pump. 
Table 3.8: Ranges and corresponding rates for I-metered homes 
Average 0-500 kW·h 500-1017 kW·h >1017 kW·h Range 
Average Rate $0.0703 $0.0618 $0.0361 
All homes in the study were compared to an equivalent home using a natural gas 
furnace. The procedure required finding an equivalent value of therms to represent energy 
lost. The average price per therm was obtained by the Energy Information Administration in 
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conjunction with the Department of Energy for the State of Iowa for the heating season of 
2004-2005 . The total cost and savings for heat loads in the months of November through 
March for the years of 2002-2003 and 2003-2004 for vertically-configured heat pump are 
shown in Table 3.9, and for horizontally-configured heat pumps in Table 3.10. Table 3.11 
summarizes the costs and savings of the types of heat pumps. 
Table 3.9: Cost and savings summary for vertically configured homes 
November 2002-March 2003 November 2003- March 2004 
Natural 1 - Meter Rate 2 - Meter Rate Natural 1 - Meter Rate 2 - Meter Rate 
Home Gas Cost Savings Cost Savings Gas Cost Savings Cost Savings Cost Cost 
V-1-1 $887.29 $316.41 $570.88 $247.33 $639.96 $880.38 $320.70 $559.69 $251 .58 $628.81 
V-1-2 $655.50 $230.34 $425.16 $165.68 $489.81 $678.59 $200.79 $477.80 $138 .73 $539.86 
V-1-4 $632 .93 $304 .83 $328.11 $214 .77 $418.16 $689.66 $277.75 $411.91 $235.87 $453.79 
V-1-5 $562.31 $241 .63 $320.68 $173.32 $388.98 $549.31 $237.70 $311.61 $169.43 $379.88 
V-1-6 $961 .05 $403.41 $557.64 $333.44 $627.61 $914.61 $365.78 $548.83 $296.20 $618.41 
V-1-7 $759.69 $316.77 $442 .93 $247.69 $512.00 $708.30 $323.22 $385.07 $254.08 $454.22 
V-1-8 $632 .79 $225.94 $406 .85 $157 .79 $475.00 $640.87 $230.63 $410.24 $162.44 $478.44 
V-1-9 $610.43 $223.13 $387.30 $155.01 $455.42 $585.56 $242.32 $343.24 $174.00 $411 .56 
V-1-11 $694.28 $306.88 $387.40 $191.17 $503 .11 $671 .33 $296.50 $374 .83 $178.04 $493.30 
V-1-12 $635.13 $214 .36 $420.77 $146.33 $488.80 $625.58 $206.35 $419.23 $139.02 $486.57 
V-1-13 $690.21 $267.42 $422.79 $198.85 $491 .36 $660.38 $269.95 $390.44 $201 .35 $459.04 0\ 
V-0-14 $666.94 $301.43 $365.52 $232.51 $434.44 $650.38 $301.03 $349.35 $232.11 $418.27 
V-1-16 $838 .72 $437 .13 $401 .59 $366.82 $471 .91 $804.45 $419.82 $384.63 $349.68 $454.77 
V-0-17 $606.67 $301 .51 $305.16 $232 .59 $374 .09 $579.58 $261 .11 $318.47 $192.60 $386.98 
V-1-18 $644.74 $262.10 $382.65 $193.58 $451.16 $586.17 $248.26 $337 .92 $179.94 $406.23 
V-1-20 $762 .15 $412.75 $349.40 $342.68 $419.46 $752.70 $394.22 $358.48 $328.73 $423.97 
Avera~e $702.55 $297.88 $404.68 $224.97 $477.58 $686.12 $287.26 $398.86 $217.74 $468.38 
Table 3 .10: Cost and savings summary for horizontally configured homes 
November 2002-March 2003 
Home Natural 1 - Meter Rate 2 - Meter Rate Natural Gas Cost Cost Savings Cost Savings Gas Cost 
H-1-2 $396 .95 $240.50 $156.45 $172.20 $224.74 $377.51 
H-1-3 $539.23 $253.72 $285.52 $185.28 $353.95 $535.03 
H-0-4 $979.24 $370.26 $608.98 $300.63 $678.61 $970.29 
H-0-5 $617.01 $216.49 $400.52 $159.54 $457.47 $618.54 
H-1-7 $924.76 $712.21 $212 .55 $639 .07 $285.68 $828.77 
H-1-8 $784.81 $450.55 $334.26 $380.10 $404.71 $730.91 
H-1-10 $792 .25 $332 .28 $459.98 $263.04 $529.22 $752.21 
H-1-11 $675.77 $218.01 $457.77 $149.94 $525.83 $641.69 
H-1-12 $626.06 $247 .20 $378.86 $142.80 $483.26 $596.93 
H-1-13 $570.74 $251 .91 $318 .83 $183.50 $387.24 $541.84 
H-0-14 $796.83 $354.35 $442.48 $284.89 $511.94 $727 .58 
H-1-15 $793.43 $403.26 $390.17 $333.30 $460.14 $768 .51 
H-1-16 $657.89 $275.61 $382.28 $206.95 $450.94 $657.60 
H-1-17 $671.55 $324.77 $346.77 $255.61 $415.93 $662.83 
H-0-18 $1,188.53 $373 .74 $814.79 $304.07 $884.45 $1, 160.14 
H-1-20 $916.89 $273.44 $643.46 $209.76 $707.14 $857.31 
Average $745.75 $331.14 $414.60 $260.67 $485.08 $714.23 
November 2003- March 2004 
1 - Meter Rate 2 - Meter Rate 
Cost Savings Cost Savings 
$246.20 $131 .31 $177.85 $199.66 
$267.42 $267.60 $198.85 $336.18 
$380.93 $589.36 $311.20 $659.10 
$227.59 $390.96 $166.93 $451 .61 
$752 .07 $76.70 $678.52 $150.25 
$345.95 $384.96 $279.50 $451.41 
$299.70 $452.50 $230.80 $521.41 
$229.83 $411 .86 $162 .08 $479.61 
$229.90 $367.03 $132.80 $464 .12 
$249.75 $292.09 $181 .36 $360.48 
$286 .54 $441.04 $217.77 $509.81 
$457.87 ' $310.64 $387.35 $381.17 
$277.2h $380.33 $208.60 $449.01 
$346.45 $316.38 $277.07 $385.76 
$415.94 $744.20 $345.84 $814.30 
$327.79 $529.53 $258.59 $598.72 
$333.82 $380.41 $263.44 $450.79 
0\ 
N 
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Table 3 .11: Summary of savings of GCHPs averaged over November through March for two 
years 
Savings 
Single 2nd Difference Meter Meter 
Vertical $401.77 $468.95 $67.18 
Horizontal $397.50 $467.93 $70.43 
Combined $399.64 $468.44 $68.80 
Table 3 .11 shows that the average savings of operating a GCHP over a natural gas 
furnace from November through March is approximately $400 to $470 depending upon 
whether a second electric meter is installed on the heat pump. 
It was desired to know from a qualitative standpoint if the general costs of electricity and 
natural gas would increase or decrease in the future. Future costs of natural gas and 
electricity were obtained from the Energy Information Administration. These values were 
reported as dollars per 1000 ft3 of natural gas and cents per kW·h. Units were converted to 
dollars per Btu. A cost ratio was developed by dividing the cost per Btu of natural gas by the 
cost per Btu of electricity. These results are plotted in Figure 3.19:. As seen in Figure 3.19, 
the cost of natural gas relative to electricity is predicted to fall in the short term, but will 
steadily increase after approximately six years. This electricity price per Btu is a general 
price per kW·h and does not reflect the cheaper rates that are available for heat pumps. Thus 
it can be expected that the cost ratio of natural gas to electricity will increase at a faster rate 
than what is shown in Figure 3.19. 
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Chapter 4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
4.1 Summary 
In this study ground-coupled heat pumps were analyzed for energy efficiency and cost. 
Actual homes were analyzed to determine how well the heat pumps were performing. 
Heating and cooling loads were calculated for the homes on an average monthly basis. Using 
the heating and cooling loads in conjunction with the utility data, monthly COPs were 
estimated. A cost analysis was performed to determine how much money could be saved by 
a homeowner by using a heat pump instead of a natural gas furnace to heat a home. The 
homes studied were all located in the state of Iowa and were either ranch or 2-story homes. 
Building envelopes were calculated by taking the average of two methods to determine 
the overall heat loss coefficient for the home. The methods used known R and U values, and 
the HV AC building design software Energy 10. Physical characteristics of the homes were 
obtained during on-site energy audits. The physical characteristics of the homes that were 
determined from energy audits included floor area, wall area, window area, etc. Weather 
data was obtained from the National Climate Data Center to determine the amount of heating 
degree days, and cooling degree days each home experienced. Average monthly wind speed 
was also obtained to determine how much infiltration a home would experience in a given 
month. 
The heating and cooling loads consisted of heat transmitted through the building 
envelope (walls, windows, ceiling, floor), infiltration of air into the house, and solar radiation 
through the windows. The HV AC building design software, Energy 10, which uses TMY2 
data, was used to determine monthly solar loads for the homes. Internal gains could not be 
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accurately predicted due to variations in living habits of the residents. The heating or cooling 
load for a month was then divided by the amount of electricity the heat pump used during the 
month, in order to estimate a monthly coefficient of performance for the system. 
The cost analysis was performed on each home using two different rates. Two 
different rates were used since some utilities place a second meter on the home, while others 
use only one meter for the entire home. Each method was evaluated against a natural gas 
furnace with an efficiency of 93%. 
4.2 Conclusions 
The results show vertically-configured GCHPs to have slightly higher coefficients of 
performance than horizontally-configured GCHPs during the heating season. However, since 
the standard deviations in the estimations of average COP values for horizontally and 
vertically configured GCHPs overlap one another. Thus, it can be concluded that vertical 
and horizontal ground-coupled heat pumps have approximately the same coefficient of 
performance during heating. 
The COP estimations during the cooling season were found to be inaccurate. This is 
most likely due to the cooling load being much smaller than the heating load for the climate 
of Iowa. Should a homeowner prefer fresh air in the summer and not use the heat pump for 
air conditioning, or should the homeowner leave on vacation, the result will be a large COP 
estimation. Thus, when the heat pump does not run frequently, estimations are subject to 
unquantifiable errors. Also, the COPs reported were not estimated using thermodynamic 
data (entering water temperatures, flowrates, and pressures). 
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The economic analysis shows that a home with a GCHP can expect to experience 
significant savings in energy consumption as well as cost when compared to a natural gas 
furnace during the heating season. This is due to less energy being required to run a heat 
pump, as well as the lower electrical rates provided by utilities. The difference in savings 
depending if a home had a second electric meter on the heat pump, or one electric meter on 
the entire house was found to be approximately $70. The small monetary difference in 
metering methods shows that regardless of how the heat pump is metered, the home will save 
money compared to a natural gas furnace. 
It was shown that the future price of natural gas will rise faster than electricity over the 
long term (:S20 years). Based on the Energy Information Administration, predictions show 
that the cost savings of ground-coupled heat pumps over natural gas furnaces will increase 
over time making GCHPs increasingly more economical than natural gas furnaces for 
operation. 
4.3 Recommendations for Future Study 
It recommended that further studies be performed consisting of monitoring several 
homes for a period of at least one year. Thermodynamic and electrical data of the GCHPs 
should be recorded and processed to determine exact COPs of the systems. Homes should be 
selected from several regions of the state and soil samples and boring logs should be obtained 
as well as ground loop lengths and depths. If possible, homes should be selected so that 
vertical and horizontal configurations are near one another to ensure that similar weather is 
experienced by each home. Detailed information about number of occupants and their living 
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habits should be collected to account for variations of energy consumption between similar 
houses. Energy audits of the homes studied would need to be performed to provide physical 
characteristics of the home. A study utilizing the above criteria would result in accurate 
measurements of coefficient of performance for the entire period that they were analyzed. 
Furthermore, a comparison of measured coefficients of performance could be compared to 
the manufacturer's reported coefficient of performance because all entering water 
temperatures and flowrates would be known. 
An economic model should also be developed to compare natural gas furnaces with the 
GCHPs. Since accurate COPs would be known about the GCHPs, the exact amount of 
natural gas required to provide the same amount of heat for a residence would be known, 
which would yield precise cost and savings for an entire year. This cost and savings could 
also be normalized for various factors such as degree days experienced, size of home, and 
building envelope. 
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APPENDIX A - IDENTIFICATION OF SELECTED HOMES AND 
ENERGY ACQUISTION FORMS 
A.1: Letter to Homeowner 
Date 
Dear (recipient name), 
I am writing to you on the recommendation of (Utility Name). I am part of a research team at Iowa 
State University (ISU) that is conducting a study on ground-coupled heat pumps (GCHP) to provide 
better information to the residents of Iowa on the efficiency of these heat pump systems. (Utility 
Name) recommended you as a homeowner that may be interested in participating in the study. Your 
participation would be minimal, as described below. 
The Iowa State University research team, comprising Dr. Francine Battaglia and myself, will conduct 
a study on the performance of ground-coupled heat pumps to determine both the efficiency and best 
practices for installation of these heat pumps. The study is part of an initiative by the Iowa Energy 
Center under the direction of Mr. Curt Klaassen, Program Manager for the Energy Resource Station. 
In our study, a number of homes in Iowa will be identified as potential homes for participation. 
Initially, homeowners will complete a short survey, enclosed herein, so that the ISU research team 
can determine whether or not a home is a suitable model for the study. In particular, the study will 
focus on homes built within the last 5 years and have an energy star rating of 4 or 5. The types of 
dwellings of importance to this study are single-family residential homes. 
The owners of the homes chosen for the study will be asked to give written permission to allow the 
ISU research team to do an energy audit of the home, in the company and at the convenience of the 
homeowner. This audit is expected to last Jess than one hour. Also, with the permission of the 
homeowner, the ISU research team will obtain energy consumption information for a two-year period 
from their utility company. This information will be kept confidential within the research project. In 
return for your participation, the benefits to you will be the receipt of the final results. 
Your participation in our study would be greatly appreciated. If you are interested, please fill out the 
short survey, which should take less than 15 minutes of your time, and mail it back to us. I have 
included a return label with my address for your convenience. We will contact you within two weeks 
after receipt of your survey. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. On behalf of 
the ISU research team, thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Joe Foster 
Joe Foster, Research Assistant 
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A.2: Homeowner Survey 
Iowa State University Energy Project 
Homeowner Survey 
City: ____________ _ State: 
------
ZIP: 
--------
Phone: 
------------
Em ail: 
------------------
1. Approximately how old is your home? _______________ _ 
2. How many people live in your home? 
3. What style of home do you own? 
Ranch 
_Split level 
_2-Story 
Other 
----------------
---------------------------
4. Excluding bathrooms and hallways, how many rooms are in your home? __ _ 
5. Do you have a basement? 
Yes Is it heated? Yes 
No Is it a crawl space? Yes 
6. Do you have an attic? 
Yes Is it insulated? Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
7. What date (approximately) was your geothermal heat pump installed? 
8. What kind of geothermal heat pump system is used to heat your home? 
_Vertical Loop 
_Horizontal Loop 
_Horizontal Slinky Loop 
_Vertical Open Loop with Well 
_Open Loop with Pond/Lake 
Other 
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--------------------------~ 
Unknown 
What is the model/manufacturer/year of the geothermal heat pump? 
What is the name of the company which designed and installed your heat 
pump? ____________________________ _ 
9. What is the approximate temperature your thermostat is set to during: 
Winter: 
Summer: 
Daytime: Morning __ Midday __ Afternoon __ 
Night-time 
------
Daytime: Morning __ Midday __ Afternoon __ 
Night-time _ _ ___ _ 
10. What kind of windows does your home have? 
_Single pane 
_Double pane 
_Triple Pane 
11. Which of the following would best describe the conditions of the exterior of your 
home? 
Brick Exterior 
_Siding - Aluminum_ Wood_ Other ____ _ 
Other -
-----------------
12. What is the name of the company that built your home? 
Unknown 
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13. What is the energy star rating of your home? 
_Energy Star 4 
_Energy Star 5 
Unknown 
14. Do you use your heat pump for radiant floor heating or does your heat pump have a 
desuperheater for domestic hot water heating? (Please indicate which) 
Yes 
No 
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A.3: Utility Authorization Form 
Utility Access Authorization Form 
By signing this authorization form, I am giving my permission to Joe Foster from the ISU 
Research Team to access of my monthly energy bills for the years 2002, 2003, and 2004. It 
is in my understanding that this energy data will be used for the ISU geothermal heat pump 
study, but my name and home address will be kept anonymous. 
Name: 
Street Address: 
City, State, Zip: 
Home Phone: Work Phone: 
Utility information: 
Utility Company Name: 
Account Number: 
Meter Number: 
(Print First and Last Name) 
(Signature) (Today's Date) 
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A.4: Energy Audit Form 
AUDIT FORM 
Name of Homeowner: 
Street Address: 
City: 
County: 
Referred By: 
Time Start: __________ Finish: 
Style of Home: Ranch _ 2-Story _Split-level Other 
------
I. Basement 
A. Size 
1. Floor surface area? 
- - ------------------ ---
2. Ceiling height? ------- - - ------------ - - -
3. Is Basement finished/unfinished? Yes What finishing material? ____ _ 
No 
B. Heating System 
I . Manufacturer, model, year of heat pump? 
2. The seams of the furnace/boiler ducts are ( Taped I Sealed )? 
Other 
-------- - - - - - ---------
3. What refrigerant is used in the heat pump? _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ 
4. Auxiliary Heating? _ Electric Natural Gas LP 
II. Questions to ask the homeowner 
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A. HY AC System 
1. Last time filter was changed? 
2. How often is the filter 
changed? ________________________ _ 
B. Other 
III. First Floor 
A. Size 
l. Floor surface area?------------------------
2. Ceiling height?-------------------------
B . Ventilation 
l. Return Ducts 
a) Location ( Ceiling I Floor) 
2. Supply Ducts 
a) Location ( Ceiling I Floor) 
3. Are the supply or return ducts blocked by furniture, rugs, drapes, etc? ( 1 2 3 4 5) 
C. Windows - (Glazing Only!!!) 
l. North 
a) Total area? ----------------------------
2. South 
a) Total area? ----------------------------
3. East 
a) Total area? ----------------------------
4. West 
a) Total area? 
D. Room Characteristics 
1. Location: 
--------------------------
a) Exterior wall material? _________ _ 
b) Insulation ____ _ 
2. Location: 
--------------------------
a) Exterior wall material? _________ _ 
b) Insulation ____ _ 
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3. Location:--------------------------
a) Exterior wall material? _________ _ 
b) Insulation ____ _ 
4. Location:--------------------------
a) Exterior wall material? _________ _ 
b) Insulation ____ _ 
5. Location:--------------------------
a) Exterior wall material? _________ _ 
b) Insulation ____ _ 
6. Location:--------------------------
a) Exterior wall material? _________ _ 
b) Insulation ____ _ 
E. Doors 
I. Front 
a) Type 
_Air lock entry hall 
Double door 
Insulated storm door 
Other ___________________ _ 
2. Back 
a) Type 
_Air lock entry hall 
Double door 
Insulated storm door 
Other 
--------------------
3. Other _____________________ _ 
a) Type 
_Air lock entry hall 
Double door 
Insulated storm door 
Other 
--------------------
F. Fireplace 
Is there a fireplace? 
Yes Does it have a damper/flue? _Yes _No 
No 
G. Bathroom 
1. Is there evidence of moisture? ( Yes I No ) 
2. Window area 
Does it have glass doors? _Yes _No 
H. Temperature Control 
1. Thermostat 
a) Temperature: _Morning 
_Night 
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Noon Afternoon _ Evening 
b) Location--------------------------
c) Type ( Manual I Programmable 
Other 
-------------------------
2. Is there a humidifier? ( Yes I No ) 
IV. Second Floor 
A. Size 
1. Floor surface area? 
------------------------
2. Ceiling height?--------------------------
B. Ventilation 
1. Return Ducts 
a) Location ( Ceiling I Floor) 
2. Supply Ducts 
a) Location (Ceiling I Floor) 
3. Are the supply or return ducts blocked by furniture, rugs, drapes, etc? ( 1 2 3 4 5 ) 
C. Windows 
1. North 
a) Total area? 
2. South 
a) Total area? ------------- -------------- -
3. East 
a) Total area? ----------------------------
4. West 
a) Total area? - - - ------------ -------------
D. Room Characteristics 
1. Location: 
--------------------------
a) Wall material? _________ _ 
b) Ceiling fan (Yes I No ) 
2. Location: 
--- --- --------------- -----
a) Wall material? 
b) Ceiling fan (Yes I No ) 
3. Location: 
--------------------------
a) Wall material? 
b) Ceiling fan (Yes I No 
4. Location:-- -------- --- ---- -------- -
a) Wall material? 
b) Ceiling fan (Yes I No 
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E. Bathroom 
I. Is there evidence of moisture? ( Yes I No ) 
2. Window area 
V. Attic 
A. Size 
I. Floor surface area? 
- ------ ----- -------- - ---
2. Ceiling height? ---- ---------------- ----
B. Insulation 
I. Is there insulation? ( Yes I No ) 
2. Type 
Blanket 
Blown 
NIA 
Is the R value known? No 
If yes what is the value? 
Yes 
Other _ ____________ _______ _ 
VI. Outside 
A. Windows 
Are there overhangs over the windows? 
North ( Yes I No ) 
South ( Yes I No ) 
East ( Yes I No ) 
West ( Yes I No ) 
B. Outside Characteristics 
1. Is there a garage attached to the house? 
Yes Which side? ( N I S I E I W ) 
No 
2. Digital Pictures 
Number(s) ___ ___ Location of interest ( N I S I E I W ) 
Number( s) _ _____ Location of interest ( N I S I E I W ) 
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Number(s) ______ Location of interest ( N I S I E I W ) 
Number(s) ______ Location of interest ( N I S I E I W ) 
Number(s) ______ Location of interest ( N I S I E I W ) 
C. Outside Wall Material 
North _ ___ _ 
South 
---- --
East 
West 
------
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APPENDIX B - LOAD AND COP SUMMARIES FOR HOMES 
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Figure B.1: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-1 
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Figure B.2: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-1 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.3: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-1 
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Figure B.5: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-2 
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Figure B.6: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-2 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.9: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-4 
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dashed line 
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Figure B.12: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-4 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.13: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-5 
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Figure B.14: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-5 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.16: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-5 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.17: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1 -6 
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Figure B.18: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1 -6 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.19: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-6 
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Figure B.21: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-7 
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Figure B.22: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-7 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.23: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-7 
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Figure B.25: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-8 
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Figure B.26: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-8 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.27: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-8 
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Figure B.28: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-8 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line (2002 not available) 
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Figure B.29: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-9 
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Figure B.30: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-9 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.31: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-9 
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Figure B.32: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1 -9 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.33: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-11 
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Figure B.34: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-11 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.35: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-1 1 
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Figure B.36: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-1 1 withARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line (06/02 not available) 
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Figure B.37: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-1 2 
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Figure B.38: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-12 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.39: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-1 2 
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Figure B.40: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-12 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.41: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-13 
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Figure B.42: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-13 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.43: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-13 
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Figure B.44: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-13 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
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Figure B.45: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-14 
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Figure B.46: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-14 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.47: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-14 
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Figure B.48: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-14 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.49: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-1 
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Figure B.50: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-16 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.51 : Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-16 
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Figure B.52: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-16 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.53 : Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-17 
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Figure B.54: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-17 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.55: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-17 
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Figure B.56: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-1 7 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.57: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-18 
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Figure B.58: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-18 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.59: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-18 
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Figure B.61: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home V-1-20 
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Figure B.62: COP vs. HDD/Day for home V-1-20 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.63 : Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home V-1-20 
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Figure B.64: COP vs. CDD/Day for home V-1-20 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
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Figure B.65: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-2 
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Figure B.66: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-2 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.67: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-2 
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Figure B.68: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1 -2 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.69: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-3 
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Figure B.70: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-3 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B. 71: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-3 
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Figure B.72: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1 -3 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.74: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-4 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B. 76: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-4 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.77: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-5 
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Figure B.78: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1 -5 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.80: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-5 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.81 : Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-7 
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Figure B.82: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-7 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
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Figure B.84: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-7 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
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Figure B.85: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-8 
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Figure B.86: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-8 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.87: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-8 
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Figure B.88: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-8 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with a 
dashed line 
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Figure B.89: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-10 
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Figure B.90: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-10 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.91: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-10 
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Figure B.92: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-10 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.93: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-11 
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Figure B.94: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-11withARI330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.95: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD!Day for home H-1-11 
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Figure B.96: COP vs. CDD!Day for home H-1-11 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.97: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-12 
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Figure B.98: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-12 with ARI 330 rated COP represented with 
a dashed line 
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Figure B.99: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-12 
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Figure B.100: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1 -12 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.101: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-13 
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Figure B.102: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-13 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.103 : Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-13 
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Figure B.104: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1- 13 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.105: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-14 
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Figure B.106: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-14 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.107: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-14 
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Figure B.108: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H- 1-14 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.109: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-15 
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Figure B.110: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-15 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.111: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-15 
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Figure B.112: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-15 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.113 : Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-16 
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Figure B.114: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-16 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.115: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-16 
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Figure B.116: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-16 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.117: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-17 
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Figure B.118: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-17 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.119: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-17 
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Figure B.120: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-17 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.121: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-18 
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Figure B.122: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-18 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.123: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-18 
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Figure B.124: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1 -18 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.125: Electrical and heating load versus HDD/Day for home H-1-20 
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Figure B.126: COP vs. HDD/Day for home H-1-20 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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Figure B.127: Electrical and cooling load versus CDD/Day for home H-1-20 
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Figure B.128: COP vs. CDD/Day for home H-1-20 with ARI 330 rated COP represented 
with a dashed line 
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